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Classic wood
Non-retractable timber slatted blinds
Key features:  
Timber slatted blinds are an enduring window treatment that brings warmth and natural beauty 
into your home. Hallmark wood blinds share the attractive and lasting properties of furniture pieces 
and deserve to be chosen with equal care and consideration. Traditional colours such as Mahogany 
or Cherrywood match to existing finishes to give a richly furnished look or choose a pastel shade to 
create the warm appearance of real wood. It gives a welcoming feel to your room be it traditional or 
contemporary and will give many years of service.

Classic wood blinds are made from American hardwood, carefully kiln dried, stained and lacquered to 
a beautiful satin furniture finish. Available in a choice of two slat widths, 25mm or the more traditional 
50mm.
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The Classic look with traditional wide cotton tapes reflects the 30’s and 40’s look when timber blinds 
were the popular choice before modern materials were introduced. Timber though is an enduring 
material and its natural insulating properties are now as part of the energy saving strategy for 
insulating our homes. Classic wood blinds will even pay you back over their many years of reliable 
service.

A traditional look with a contemporary function.  
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Wood Slat - Kiln dried basswood in 50mm and 25mm x 3mm lath in a range of stained colours.
Headmember - formed from 24g steel into a U section 57mm x 51mm which conceals the operating 
mechanism and is finished to match the slats and bottom rail.

Bottom rail - formed from 24g steel with the contours of the section matching the slat to the 
dimensions on the chart. The sections are finished to colour co-ordinate with the slat.

Ladderbraid - Mini visible braid or laddertape in widths of 13 or 25mm is woven from terylene that is 
shrinkproof, rot proof and guaranteed fade resistant. Laddertape in 40mm width is woven from fade 
resistant cotton.

Lift cords - best quality 2.3mm braided terylene cord colour co-ordinated with the slats.

Cord lock - pendulum locking mechanism housed in a steel casing that is designed to prevent the blind 
from falling accidentally without biting into the core of the cord.

Tilts unit - Heavy duty steel housing enclosing a sealed geared drive for infinite angle control.

Components - all operating mechanisms within the headmember are manufactured from pressed 
galvanised steel.

Brackets - Pressed steel colour matched to the headrail that are designed to ensure easy removal of 
the blind and secure fixing.

Motorised - see classic electric blinds data sheet
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Slat 
Size
Wood

Thickness No of slats 
per m.

Bottom rail size Maximum spacing 
between ladder

Max sizes

2440
2440

3000
4000

Width Drop Sq. Area

8 Sq. M.
8 Sq. M.


